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TOGETHER FOR CHANGE

Vision
We work for a world of many voices where diversity is highly valued,
where meeting and exchanging with others enriches all. A world where
people can live in dignity with equal rights, opportunities, access to basic
goods and services offered by nature, society and economic development.

Mission
We promote dialogue between individuals and communities, for a world where
peace reigns, human rights are respected, democracy rules, and social justice
and environmental sustainability are promoted. We aim to attain gender equality,
women's rights and eliminate all kinds of discrimination.

Our challenges
WOMEN AND DEMOCRACY: We work for the promotion of women's
rights, gender equality and more broadly for the democratic
and participatory renewal of forms of government and power
management.

Who we are

MIGRATIONS: We fight against discrimination, but also and above
all for the political, social and economic inclusion of migrants. We
believe in building open, inclusive, and multi-cultural societies,
capable of making the most of their diversity.

COSPE is a non-profit association promoting international cooperation, operating
in Italy and 25 other countries in Europe, Africa, the Mediterranean and Latin
America. COSPE is committed to the transition towards a world of peace, with
more rights, more social and environmental justice, under the banner of gender
equality, where diversity is recognised as the most precious asset.

ENVIRONMENT AND NEW ECONOMIES: we are committed to giving
the earth back its centrality, to changing the way we produce and
consume food, putting the health of eco-systems, local economies
and people first.
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Stakeholders
DONORS (number of active projects in 2020)

29

9

European Union

Local
societies

9

Foundations

5

21

7

Foreign affairs ministry

Embassies
other
Governments

Other

4

Privates

55.905 TOTAL
beneficiaries
21.435
men

197
other gender

1.687
teenagers
11/17 yrs old

of which
34.273
women

10.963
Young people
18/30 yrs old

1.002
children
0/10 yrs old

Data by geographical area
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Women and Democracy
We want to encourage the exercise of fundamental personal
rights and freedom of association by overcoming inequalities,
especially gender inequalities, and rebalancing the instruments
of governance and spaces of power in a democratic sense.

17.847
PEOPLE

11.517
WOMEN

222

ORGANIZATIONS

Our activities related to this challenge involved a total of 17,847 people (6208 men and 11,571 women,
68 other gender) and 222 organizations (3677 people belonging to the organizations that participated in the activities, of which 2558 were women).

THEMES (NO. PROJECTS)
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Other
issues

18

5

LGBTQIA +
rights

Women rights

5

Right to
health

12

Right to participate
in public life

4

Right to
education

2

Rights
of
minorities

2
1

Freedom of expression and manifestation
Independent media
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WOMEN'S RIGHTS
AND GENDER EQUITY
The gender perspective aims to be a
cross-cutting approach to all COSPE
challenges and projects as a policy
perspective that addresses gender
inequalities and the violation of women's rights. It is important to note that
women are the majority of people involved in all our projects (61.3%).
In this specific area we have worked on
three main axes:

Gender inequalities are the oldest and
remain among the most hateful and
pervasive in all countries of the world.
Democracy cannot be considered
complete until women are exercising
their rights in decision-making, in the
family as in society and until when
the LGBTQIA+ persons’ rights are not
respected. This is why we support
the creation and growth of women's
associations, the development of their
economic and social autonomy and
their political leadership everywhere.
At the same time, we are working to
broaden the spaces for participation
in public and democratic life for peo-

Empowement creation and strengthening of women's groups, especially in
the rural area.

ple at risk of exclusion, as well as to
promote Human Rights and support
the Human Rights Defenders. Finally,
we stand shoulder to shoulder with
children and their families to offer
equal opportunities for access to
school and to extracurricular cultural
and recreational services, convinced
that social exclusion and inequalities
contribute to the educational poverty.

Advocacy on public policies drawing
up women's agendas and carrying out
pilot actions deriving from the agendas ,
promoting inter-institutional tables that
give representation in terms of decision
making and public speech to groups of
women normally marginalized.
Spaces and services opening of
spaces / services for women in addition to the start-up of economic
activities - namely in the agricultural
sector - and specific areas of advice
/ support for women in situations of
vulnerability).

The work areas of this challenge have
been declined as follows:
women's rights and gender equity
human rights
right to participate in public life
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1409 WOMEN INVOLVED
of which 97% in rural areas
42

interinstitutional tables
supported

11 new spaces and services created
8 new spaces and services supported

HUMAN RIGHTS
Human Rights and their formal recognition are a cross-cutting theme to
all COSPE challenges and in our work,
two predominant trends emerge:
Formal recognition of Human Rights;
Recognition of the collective dimension of rights.
In both cases COSPE has worked alongside activists, civil, social and economic
rights associations to support appeals,
requests, interpellations, petitions and
other advocacy actions to facilitate access to rights and their full exercise in
various parts of the world.

RIGHT TO PARTICIPATE
IN PUBLIC LIFE

9 OF THE 29 REGISTERED
PROJECTS
directly support human rights
activists, divided as follows:

In 2020, the year of the pandemic that
hit the whole world indiscriminately, in
which internal and international mobility was seriously hampered, the projects did not stop and invested heavily
in the so-called capacity building activities, accompaniment, training and
strengthening of associative, formal
and informal structures.
Here are some data:

4 SOUTHERN AFRICA

103 aspecific support actions
4 shadow-reports
3 other reports to international
organizations (carried out by COSPE)
1 appeal for the social rights of
participation in public life of women
and young people was presented

1 WEST AFRICA

1 appeal for women's rights was
presented

1 LATIN AMERICA

TRAINING ACTIVITIES
have as their main
themes:
Rights and legality
9 projects | 984 total participants
(of which 689 donne)
Design and management
4 projects | 159 participants
Fight against stereotypes
3 projects | 136 participants
Antissexism
2 projects | 7 women
Other issues
13 projects | 1392 participants
(of which donne)

27 PROJECTS REGISTERED
in "WOMEN AND DEMOCRACY" challenge:

1 appeal referring to the coffee
supply chain and the possibility of
seeing the work of small producers
recognized was presented

6 in Southern Africa | 5 in Middle East | 4 in West Africa | 4 in Latin America |
4 in Europe | 2 nei Balcans

3 MIDDLE EAST

A series of 3 reports released in
2020 entitled "A life in isolation" which collect and denounce the violations of rights by the State of Israel on
the Palestinian population.

OF WHICH
18 carring out training activities
12 working to accompany the structuring of associations / organizations
8 working to accompany the creation and animation of resource groups
5 working to accompany the creation and dissemination of women's agendas
4 working against poverty
1 working on the use of Community Score Cards
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Stakeholders
27 PROJECTS | 16 COUNTRIES
Albania | Bolivia | Brazil | Cape Verde | Cuba
Ecuador | Egypt | Eswatini | Italy | Lebanon | Malawi | Niger
Palestine | Senegal | Tunisia | Zimbabwe

222

ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED

3677
2558

people who participated in the activities
were women

17.847 TOTAL BENEFICIARIES
6.208
men

Type of organization*

68
other gender
2.679
young people

1.379
teenagers

11/17 yrs old

18/30 yrs old

of which
11.571
women

271
children

0/10 yrs old

Data by geographical area**

* “other types” include: associations of young people - in particular young people of migrant origin (1); Local
associations that have a connection with community health (100)

** data from the “Challenge of Women and Democracy” form
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Migration
The change we want is to promote the recognition of rights,
inclusive reception and full citizenship of migrants, refugees,
and minorities.

302

ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED

THEMES (NO. PROJECTS)

4

Actions with
the media

12

Welcoming migrants

2

Fight against
racism

8

RECEPTION AND INTEGRATION
OF MIGRANTS

two specific projects were active
(DEFI and Certezze Giovani).

Workplace

We worked mainly in Italy, Senegal,
Niger and Lebanon in some specific areas, in Senegal we obtained the
most interesting results.: here, 2 specific projects were active in favour of
returning migrants, young women and
young people at risk of marginalization – while in Italy the only specific
project that concerned unaccompanied foreign minors generated only
one insertion as a paid internship and
no one who has found stable work.

We live in a world of voluntary and
forced migration: new types, sizes
and dissemination, which endanger
not only the lives of millions of people
who move, but also our ability to see
a person and not a threat in the “other”. For us, the answer to this epochal
challenge is to globalize rights, guaranteeing them also to migrants in the
countries of origin, transit and arrival.
The aim is to maintain as the ultimate
horizon the construction of inclusive,
multicultural and open societies, capable of making diversity due their
own richness.
The work areas of this challenge have
been declined as follows:

Reception and integration of migrants: in the field of work, training
and language and social learning / socialization;
Fight against racism: telephone
hotline, mediation services, contacts
and networks with reception centres;
Actions with social media: information campaigns on the risks of irregular migration and training and
employment opportunities in the areas affected by the projects, training
journalists about the representation
of immigration in the media, pressure
on the Italian and European media for
greater openness on diversity, pressure for access by foreign journalists
in the editorial offices.

SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
FOR MIGRANTS

SENEGAL CASE

223 people involved
116

(45 women)

In Italy, despite the lockdown, Italian
language learning courses continued
and 3 courses were organized with
29 participants in total, of which 6
unaccompanied foreign minors and
a woman. 5 persons ì have obtained
the certification of knowledge of the
Italian language, one of which is a
unaccompanied foreign minor.

2.053

people involved in Italy,
Senegal, Niger and Lebanon

(70% women and 16% unaccompanied
foreign minors)

302

partner organizations
and various stakeholders took
part in the projects

Training and language learning

Training in Italy was mainly linguistic, whereas vocational training was
mainly carried out in Senegal where
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(84 women)

people found work

SENEGAL CASE

1.255 people involved
85

(590 women)

people have abandoned
(35 women)

Social field / socialization

We worked in Italy in the organization of exchange meetings between
young native and of foreign origin
when it was possible through sports

TELEPHONE CENTRE

39 cases followed directly
(20 men and 19 women)

5 cases of racism and discrimination
Geographical origin

35 Florence | 3 Rome
1 Padua | 1 Pavia | 1 Dakar

ACTIONS WITH SOCIAL MEDIA

tournaments, photography courses,
visits to museums and exhibitions;
testing of Italian courses also for
women migrants in situations that
could facilitate the exchange and
knowledge of the context and the
development of social support networks.

ACTIONS REALIZED
174 people involved
(78 women and
109 unaccompanied foreign minors)

of total:

8% sports and leisure activities
60,3% in events
31,7% in cultural activities

9 actions were implemented, of which
7 in Italy/Europe and 2 in Senegal in
2020. The latter are related to information campaigns about the risks of
irregular migration and especially on
training and employment opportunities in the areas covered by the projects "MIGRA" and " Certezze Giovani".
The training to journalists about the
representation of immigration in the
media continued, whenever possible, as during the "Terra di Tutti Film
Festival", and in streaming. Some thematic webinars were organized, such
as "Africa No News" which had 8819
interactions (314 reactions of which 41
shares, and 490 clicks of which 79 on
the Meet link): the webinar illustrated
the data of the third report "Illuminate the Suburbs" realized by COSPE
and stressed that, even in the pan-

FIGHT TO RACISM
The action to support the victims of
racism started at the beginning of
2020 with the opening of the telephone hotline but with the lockdown
it was decided to turn into a useful
number for non-Italian citizens or in
any case all those who had difficulty
in having information on income support measures that had been taken
with the lockdown. A mediation service was also activated, new contacts
with the reception centres, the contact with the network of women who
had already been involved in Italian
courses in the project "Concertazioni",
as well as specific accompaniments
were carried out.
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demic period and despite the global
phenomenon, Italian information has
remained anchored to the news about
our country and little more. At project
level, however, the constant work of
pressure on the Italian and European media continued, to gain visibility
and prominence by minorities generated by immigration, by second generations and in general for a greater
openness on the diversity that inhabit
our society.
The participation of the Italian TV
RAI in the project "New Neighbours"
as well as the creation of the "RAI for
Social" network, seems to go in the
direction indicated by COSPE for several years now. Finally, the presence
of foreign journalists, although still
a minority, in the editorial boards of
some newspapers is also the result of
a pioneering work started by COSPE
in 2005, contributing to the understanding of the value of intercultural
perspectives and competences.

ACTIONS REALIZED
9 actions realized
(7 in Europe and 2 in Senegal)

1 webinar
3 events

at the Terra di Tutti Film Festival
(Bologna, October 2020)

Stakeholders
18 PROJECTS | 4 COUNTRIES
Italy | Lebanon | Egypt | Mali | Niger | Senegal | Tunisia
Data by geographical area

302
organizations that have benefited from the activity

The relationship developed on the
theme of Migration have been many
and varied. As many as 146 partners
with whom COSPE collaborated in
2020. Among these partners there are
124 associations active both in the social
and educational fields, as well as in the
fight against discrimination and in socio-work integration. There are first or
second generation migrant associations
in Italy and in various European countries. Capacity building activities, on the
other hand, appear to be largely concentrated in foreign countries - Senegal, Niger and Lebanon - where we have
worked to strengthen local associations
active on the issue of migration. Associations sometimes made up of returning
migrants, but also local NGOs working
on transit, with young people in a situation of socio-economic vulnerability
and at risk of irregular migration.

2.365 TOTAL
beneficiaries
715
men

Type of organization*
1.650
women

of which

99
young people
18/30 yrs

284
teenagers
11/17 yrs

100
children
0/10 yrs

* Private companies include 183 - out of 184 - micro-enterprises of the DEFI project in Senegal
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Environment and new economies
The change we want is to affirm sustainable, inclusive and
resilient territorial systems of ecological conversion and
transition.

289

ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED

THEMES (NO. PROJECTS)

15

16

Economy

Ecological transition
and adaptation
to climate change

6

Rights of communities
and territories

12

of seeds, management of natural resources, including water resources,
actions aimed at promoting participatory adaptation to climate change.

ACHIEVED RESULTS
41.303 people involved

(22.845 women and 18.329 men
129 aother gender)

in 19 countries

(Eswatini, Zimbabwe, Mozambique,
Angola, Niger, Cape Verde, Senegal,
Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador,
Albania, Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria,
Palestine, Egypt, Lebanon, Italy)

The interweaving of climate changes
and the increase in inequalities, in a
world that in a few decades has seen
its population triple, puts at great risk
the stability of the ecosystems and the
right to a dignified life for an increasing number of people. Our answer
to this global challenge is to support
an ecological and social transition of
both economy and lifestyles, of the
relations between genders with nature, centred on social and solidarity
economy networks, to promote new
economies and markets as a tool of
balanced and fair development.

Communities’ rights: recognition
of community ownership of land and
recognition of the right of access and
sustainable management of natural
resources, awareness of communities’
rights;

The work areas of this challenge have
been declined as follows:

Agroecological transition and climate change: participatory selection

289 organizations
partners and various stakeholders
who took part in the projects

COMMUNITIES’ RIGHTS:

New economies: strengthening of
organizations and producers for access to the market within the principles of the Social Solidarity Economy,
labor rights, women's rights, access to
land, building networks and improve
their social and environmental performance within supply chains;

Recognition of community ownership
of land and of their right of access and
sustainable management of natural
resources, is a very important issue,
however in 2020 it affected a small
number of people and projects focused
a lot more on training. The impact is
assessed positively mainly in terms of
greater awareness of rights.
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NEW ECONOMIES
In 2020, COSPE continued to work in
the field of Social and Solidarity Economy strengthening organizations and
producers for market access, labor
rights, women's rights, access to land
and building networks and to improve
their social and environmental performance within supply chains.
The areas where most action have been
taken are the Mediterranean, especially the Maghreb, and Latin America,
particularly in the Andean countries. A
specific work on the market analysis
and the critical issues affecting economic stakeholders was carried out in

West Africa (Senegal), namely in a period, such as that of the first pandemic
phase, which profoundly changed the
structures and functioning of the local
market.

ures for adaptation to climate change.
These measures include the adoption
of crops and varieties that are more
resistant to dry conditions and the
collection of rainwater in small-scale
overlay for irrigation use.
Among these measures are the adoption of crops and varieties more resistant to arid conditions and the
collection of rainwater in small-scale
reservoirs for irrigation use.

PRODUCTION CHAINS
127 actions carried out
19.525 people involved
(12.420 women and 4.666 young people)

ACHIEVED RESULTS
DRAFTING AND
IMPLEMENTATION
OF PARTICIPATORY PLANS
FOR ADAPTATION
TO CLIMATE CHANGE

AGROECOLOGICAL TRANSITION
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
As far as agroecological conversion is
concerned, the 2020 data give us very
positive results of COSPE action in
various countries. First of all, the participatory selection of seeds, tested in
Niger, Angola, Albania and eSwatini,
has provided positive feedback.
The actions related to the management of natural resources and the

ACHIEVED RESULTS
ESWATINI

INCREASE SEED
PRODUCTIVITY

+58% for sorghum and cowpea
+250% for maize in small-scale
experimental polygons

recovery of degraded areas, according to the evaluations of the degree of
achievement of the results, have had a
positive impact from an environmental sustainability point of view with
about 120 hectares of land in which
land arrangements have been made to
increase the collection of rainwater in
Niger and the participatory management of natural resources that involved
a total of 473 people, including 338
women. On the other hand, the contribution of these actions in terms of
revitalization of the productive fabric
and generation of revenues is considered to be limited.
Actions aimed at promoting participatory adaptation to climate change
have been of considerable importance

ACHIEVED RESULTS
NIGER

2.607 people involved

RECUPERO AREE DEGRADATE

(65% women)

120 hectares of land
473 people involved
(338 women)

in 2020, in particular through the
drafting and implementation of participatory plans for adaptation to climate
change, which involved 2,607 people,
of which 65% are women, and which
has led, according to the assessment
of the degree of achievement of the
objectives, to a considerable impact
in terms of adopting effective meas-
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Stakeholders
28 PROJECTS | 19 COUNTRIES

Data by geographical area

Albania | Algeria | Angola | Bolivia | Brazil | Cape Verde
Colombia | Ecuador | Egypt | Eswatini | Italy | Lebanon | Morocco
Mozambique | Niger | Palestine | Senegal | Tunisia | Zimbabwe
For the projects relating to challenge
"Environment and new economies",
there are 194 organizations surveyed of
which 76 in Southern Africa, 37 in the
Maghreb countries, 27 in the Middle
East, 21 in Latin America, 19 in West Africa, 9 in the Balkans, none in Europe.
Among the prevailing work themes, the
economy - Ess, circular economy, supply chains, tourism, cooperativism, with
133 organizations out of 194, ecological
transition and adaptation to climate
change (78) and the rights of communities and territories (13 ). The approaches
are very complex and range from participatory management of resources to
adaptation (41) to climate change (33),
from the agroecological transition of
production chains (98) to the conversion of production systems (33) and the
recovery of degraded land (3). ); from
cooperativism (56) to labor rights (12)
and advocacy for a favorable regulatory environment (10); from actions for
the recognition of the right to natural
resources (9) to those for community
ownership of land (3).

41.303 TOTAL
beneficiaries

Type of organization

129
other gender

18.329
men

22.845
women

of which

8.658
young people
18/30 yrs

206
teeneagers
11/17 yrs

644
children
0/10 yrs
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Where we are in the world

Italy/Europe
Albania
Morocco

Tunisia
Algeria

Cuba

Mali
Cape Verde

Lebanon
Egypt

Niger

Palestine

Senegal
Ghana

Colombia
Ecuador

Brazil

Peru

Angola

Malawi
Mozambique

Zimbabwe

Bolivia

Argentina

Uruguay

eSwatini

Women and
democracy
Migrations
Environment and
new economies

26 countries

with ongoing projects

Funds
SOURCES AND ALLOCATION OF FUNDS
SOURCE OF FUNDS TOT €10.900.000

USE OF FUNDS TOT €10.851.000

12%

38%

Privates

European
Union

7%

9%

Structure
and management

Local authorithies
and schools

93%

Projects

1%

UN agencies
and international
institutions

39%

Foreign
affairs
ministry

1%

Other Italian
ministries

USED FUNDS TOT €10.134.000
BY GEOGRAPHICAL AREA
Africa

6

MILLIONS

5
4
3
2
1

BY CHALLENGE

59%

6

MILLIONS

MILLIONS

5

MILLIONS

MILLIONS

4

MILLIONS

3

MILLIONS

2

MILLIONS

53%

Mediterranean
MILLIONS

MILLIONS

MILLION

24%
Europe

Latin
America

10%

10%

South east
Europe

1

3%

0

MILLION

0
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Environment and
new economies

30%

Women and
democracy

11%

Migrations

Foreign offices
SOUTHERN AFRICA
ANGOLA

Moçâmedes: Rua 4 de Fevereiro, Bairro Saidy Mingas (Namibe)

tel +244 936 004 435 | angola@cospe.org

KINGDOM OF ESWATINI

Mbabane: Likwindla Street, Dalriach East

tel +268 24112376 | eswatini@cospe.org

ZIMBABWE

Harare: 14 Natal Road, Belgravia

tel +263 772890401 | zimbabwe@cospe.org

CAPE VERDE

Sao Filipe: 8220, Ilha do Fogo

tel +238 3581331 / cell +238 9933646 | capoverde@cospe.org

NIGER

Niamey: Koira Kano, Rue KK37 porte 672, BP 12637

tel +227 80 33 14 49 | niger@cospe.org

Siteki: P.O. Box 850, Siteki, Plot 53 5th Avenue

tel / fax +268 23434524

WESTERN AFRICA

Tahoua: Maboya Amaré

tel +227 91 49 92 67

Diffa: Dubai

SENEGAL

tel +227 90 72 72 33

Dakar: Sicap Sacré Cœur II Villa n. 8613 E

tel +221 33 827 6413 / 76 555 6430 | senegal@cospe.org

Ziguinchor: Boucotte Korentas

tel +221 33 9913467 /76 555 6430

Sédhiou: Santassou

tel +221 33 995 0601

SOUTH AMERICA
BOLIVIA

La Paz: Calle Luis Crespo n. 2677, piso 1,
entre Vincenti y Mendéz Arcos, Sopocachi

tel +591 2 2412798 | bolivia@cospe.org

BRAZIL

Rio de Janeiro: Rua Alice, 00298, Laranjeiras

tel +21 987416747 | brasile@cospe.org

COLOMBIA

Bogotà: Dg. 42a #19 - 17 Oficina 201

tel +57 3007050603 | colombia@cospe.org

ECUADOR

Quito: 12 de Octubre n. 25-18 y La Coruña

tel +593 22 220618 | ecuador@cospe.org
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CENTRAL AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN
CUBA

La Habana: La Madriguera, Jesús Peregrino #524,
entre Infanta y Final

cuba@cospe.org

MOROCCO

Tangeri: Lotissement banque populaire n. 310 1er ETG

tel +212 539386150 | marocco@cospe.org

TUNISIA

Tunisi: 22, rue Mohamed Salaheddine, Mutuelle Ville

tel +216 24 971 745 / fax +216 71845613
tunisia@cospe.org

EGYPT

Il Cairo: 18, Nagy Farid, Dokki

tel +01097775118 | egitto@cospe.org

LEBANON

Beirut: Sciaibain St. Ibn Slelati, Furn El Chebbak

libano@cospe.org

PALESTINE

Gerusalemme: Mafrak al Dahey Street, Beit Hanina

tel / fax: +972 (0) 26561217 | palestina@cospe.org

Scutari: Rr. Ndoc Çoba, ish-Kinemaja e Vjeter, Kati III

tel +355 682682835 | albania@cospe.org

MAGHREB

MIDDLE EAST

SOUTH EAST EUROPE
ALBANIA
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Ongoing projects during 2020
PROJECTS

FUNDING BODIES

PROJECTS

AFRICA

AFRICA

Angola
Kunima Injo: Agroecologia para Diversificar a
Economia Rural

Cooperazione francese in
Angola

Formazione sulla produzione di carbone vegetale
sostenibile

Programma delle Nazioni
Unite per lo sviluppo

Terra: combattere la discriminazione nell’accesso
e nell’uso della terra

Unione Europea

TransAgua: valorização das boas práticas dos
pastores transumantes em gestão dos recursos
hídricos e adaptação às mudanças climáticas

Unione Europea, Instituto
Camões, I.P.

Ghana
SIBCI: Savannah Integrated biodiversity
Conservation initiative

CERTEZzE-Giovani: progetto d'appoggio ad
iniziative Concrete E Realizzabili nei Territori e
nelle Zone d Emigrazione dei Giovani di Senegal
e Mali

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Mozambique

Rotas do Fogo: per un turismo eco sostenibile

Unione Europea

Terra di valore: innovazione e inclusione di donne
e giovani nelle catene di valore agroalimentari a
Capo Verde in modo partecipativo e cooperativo

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

PESSOAS: Participação E Serviços Sociais
Operacionais, Acessíveis, Sustentáveis

Unione Europea

CoAçao: Supporto al coordinamento e alla
creazione di meccanismi di azione partecipativa di
rigenerazione urbana nel quartiere di Chamanculo

Community ScoreCards

Unione Europea

#Me Too: Break the silence on violence against
women and girls

Unione Europea

Rights4all: promotion and protection of
fundamental rights and democracy in Swaziland

Unione Europea

Women and Youth Drivers of change

Unione Europea

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Niger

eSwatini

eSwatini, Mozambique
Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Agropastoralisme et Création
d’Emploi Agadez

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Resilienza e sicurezza alimentare
a Chétimari

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Donne in prima linea: ascolto, protezione e
diritto alla salute nella regione di Diffa

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

OPLA !: Opportunités Paysannes d'empLoi en
Agroécologie

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Renforcement de la résilience des populations
vulnérables dans les zones de départ de la
migration au Niger

FAO

Semi per la convivenza

Unione Buddisti / Ministero
Affari Esteri e Cooperazione

Senegal

eSwatini,Malawi, Zimbabwe
Out & Proud: LGBTI Equality and Rights in
Southern Africa

Unione Europea

Mali, Senegal

Cape Verde

Emergenza siccità nella Lubombo Region: pratiche
resilienti di mitigazione degli effetti della siccità
nel Regno di eSwatini e Mozambico

FUNDING BODIES

Unione Europea
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DEFI: sviluppo dell’occupazione attraverso la
formazione e l’inserimento lavorativo

Agenzia cooperazione 		
lussemburghese

DEMETER: Diffusione delle esperienze innovative
di gestione partecipativa: mangrovie e territori

Unione Europea

Emancipazione sociale e economica delle donne
di Kedougou

Osiwa

PROJECTS

FUNDING BODIES

PROJECTS

AFRICA

LATIN AMERICA

Senegal

Brazil

ESSERE Donna: Empowerment, Salute Sessuale
e Riproduttiva, Emancipazione, Promozione dei
diritti di salute sessuale e riproduttiva in Senegal

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

TERRA DE DIREITOS: sostegno, difesa e protezione
dei diritti politici e civili delle comunità del Quilombo
del Recôncavo Baiano

MIGRA: Migrazioni, Impiego, Giovani, Resilienza,
Auto-impresa

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Colombia
Liderazgo juvenil afro e indígena para el desarrollo
territorial sostenible y la paz

Zimbabwe
IPVC: progetto di sviluppo della catena produttiva
del pollame

Unione Europea

Argentina,Brazil,Colombia,Peru
Unione Europea

Bolivia
Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Ecofuturo: Rafforzamento della resilienza delle
comunità indigene e campesinas dell’Amazzonia

Regione Trentino Alto Adige

Guardiani della Foresta

Provincia Autonoma di 		
Bolzano

Lotta all’insicurezza alimentare e sviluppo
agricolo sostenibile. Strategie nel contesto del
cambiamento climatico nelle Regioni di Potosí e
Cochabamba

Presidenza del Consiglio

PACHAMAMA: Protagonismo delle donne rurali
per l’affermazione della sovranità alimentare in
Bolivia

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Unione Europea

JUNTARTE: La cadena creativa que hace la escena
inclusiva

Unione Europea

Trasformazione Integrale nel Municipio di
Habana Del Este: un percorso per lo sviluppo
inclusivo e sostenibile del territorio

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Ecuador

AYLLUS: rafforzamento delle comunità indigene
della Bolivia

Unione Europea- Provincia
di Bolzano

Cuba

LATIN AMERICA
Imprese transnazionali e principi guida:
verso meccanismi efficaci per la protezione dei
Diritti Umani in America Latina

FUNDING BODIES

Consulenza per lo sviluppo di strategie per l'accesso
delle giovani donne ai servizi sociali e alle reti di
protezione sociale

Onu Mujeres

Fortalecimiento de la cadena de valor de Café y
Cacao en las Provincias de Carchi, Imbabura y
Esmeraldas

Fondo Italo Ecuadoriano

Rafforzamento delle filiere del caffè in Ecuador

Fondazione Lavazza

Uruguay
COOPERAZIONE CON EQUITÀ dall’economia
sociale e solidale, strategie e azioni per la
promozione dei diritti socio economici e culturali
delle donne
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Unione Europea

PROJECTS

FUNDING BODIES

PROJECTS

MAGHREB

MIDDLE EAST

Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia

Egypt

RESTART: Relancer l’Entrepreneuriat Social juvénile
visant à la valorisation Territorial dans les secteurs
de l’Agroalimentaire et des énergies Renouvelables en
Algérie, Maroc et Tunisie

Unione Europea

Unione Europea

Morocco, Tunisia
IRES: innovazione e reti d’economia
equo-solidale in Tunisia e Marocco

Regione Emilia Romagna

MED-VILLES: città inclusive e sostenibili per il
dialogo euro-mediterraneo

Regione Emilia Romagna

FEMMEDIA: i media mediterranei adottano la
prospettiva delle donne

Regione Emilia Romagna

Tunisia
FAIRE: Femmes travailleuses dans l'Agriculture:
Inclusion, Réseautage, Emancipation

Unione Europea

FUTURE PROCHE: Sviluppo locale e servizi
decentrati per la crescita sostenibile e la
cittadinanza attiva in Tunisia

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo /
Regione Toscana

Master in Studio sulle Migrazioni: Governance,
Politiche e Culture

Unione Europea

RESTART: Riqualificazione Ecologica e Sociale dei
Territori Attraverso il Rilancio dell’imprenditoria
giovanile in Tunisia

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

R.E.T.I Reti d’Economia equo-solidale per il sostegno
allo sviluppo Territoriale Inclusivo

Regione Emilia Romagna

SEHATY: Société civile active pour l’amélioration de
la qualité et de l’accessibilité des services de santé
de première ligne en Tunisie

Centri di assistenza sanitaria sicura per le donne

Unione Europea

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Lebanon

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Morocco
MEDFILM FOR ALL: ampliare il pubblico di film
che trattano tematiche sociali e di genere nell'area
mediterranea

Fondo Per la Riconversione
del Debito

WEE,CAN!: Women’s Economic Empowerment:
comunità ospitanti e rifugiate siriane per creare
nuove opportunità di sussistenza

Unione Europea

Libya
Hand in Hand for a better health care in the South West

HOPE: empowerment dei produttori di artigianato
e agricoltura

Egypt, Lebanon

Lebanon, Tunisia
CLIMA - Cleaning Innovative Mediterranean
Action: ridurre gli sprechi per rilanciare le economie

FUNDING BODIES

ISNAD: Enhancing the Livelihoods of Vulnerable
Lebanese Host Communities and Syrian Refugees
through Food Assistance for Training (FFT)
Activities

World Food Programme

Swam Akkar: Supporting sustainable solid WAste
Management in Akkar

Unione Europea

Palestine
Donne e Democrazia Spazi femministi, pratiche
trasformative e partecipazione politica delle donne
e donne con disabilità in Palestina

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Rafforzamento del diritto alla salute e del dialogo
in Palestina e Israele

Regione Toscana

STARTING OVER: SupporTo A peRcorsi strutturaTi
di resIlienza della popolazioNe di Gaza espOsta a
Violenze nella GrandE Marcia del Ritorno

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo

Terra e Diritti: Percorsi di Economia Sociale e
Solidale in Palestina

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo /
Regione Emilia Romagna

SOUTH EAST EUROPE

Albania

Unione Europea
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Alleanza per lo sviluppo e la valorizzazione
dell’agricoltura familiare nel nord albania

Agenzia italiana per la 		
cooperazione allo sviluppo /
Provincia di Bolzano

Young Montenegrins and Albanians in
Raspberry Crops

Unione Europea

WIN: Women Initiative

Unione Europea

PROJECTS

FUNDING BODIES

PROJECTS

FUNDING BODIES

ITALY / EUROPE
Abitare la città: pratiche culturali di inclusione

Comune di Bologna

E se diventi farfalla: contrastare le povertà
educative investendo sulla creatività dei bambini,
delle famiglie, delle comunità locali

Impresa Sociale
“Con i Bambini”

ANG Accoglienza non governativa

Tavola Valdese 8xMille

ANG Accoglienza non governativa e
accompagnamento diffuso

Regione Toscana

F.O.R.N.O Formare Orientare Raccontando Nuove
Origini

Fondazione del Monte

Apriti sesamo: lingue, linguaggi e narrazioni
multiculturali

Ministero dell’Interno

Fondazione Cariplo

BEE Boosting gender Equality in Education

Unione Europea

Inclusive Zone. Promuovere l'inclusione sociolavorativa dei MSNA nell'area metropolitana
fiorentina

Bici Libera Tutte

Fondazione Cassa Risparmio
Firenze

Magistr@: imparare ad insegnare con le STEM

Presidenza del Consiglio
Dip. per le pari opportunità

BIO&DIVERSITÀ (Piccole visioni di agroegologia)

Fondazione CARIPARO

NABI Nature-Based Innovations for Urban Forest
and Rainwater Management

Unione Europea

BRIDGES: Building Relationships and Integration by
Developing local Groups and Enhancing Solidarity

Unione Europea

Unione Europea / Asylum,
Migration and Integration
Fund

Camminare insieme in rete. Una proposta
educativa di contrasto al discorso d’odio

Comune di Firenze

New Neighbours: mobilising media and civil
society actors to foster greater intercultural
understanding between migrants and host
communities in Europe

Comune di Padova

Change the Power - (em)power the change. Local
Authorities toward theSDGs and Climate Justice

Unione Europea

PadovAccogliente: formazione e mappatura per
esercizi commerciali e turistici accessibili e inclusivi

Community C.R.E.W.: Creatività, Relazioni,
Empowerment e Welfare di comunità

Comune di Bologna

Padova per Tutti: laboratori, formazione e concorsi
artistici per la SMART CITY

Fondazione CARIPARO 		
Padova

Con-Vivere: esperienze di co-abitazione solidale
per persone singole, con figli/e e famiglie

Fondazione Cassa Risparmio
Firenze

P.A.S.S.I. - Peforming Arts, Scuola, Società,
Inclusione

Fondazione Cassa Risparmio
Firenze
Unione Europea

ConcertAzioni. Scuola e società in quartieri
sensibili

Impresa Sociale “Con i 		
Bambini”

Play for your rights! Innovative media education
strategies against sexism and discrimination
PLAY YOUR ROLE: Gamification Against Hate Speech

Unione Europea

Conta su di me! Percorsi formativi per contrastare
i discorsi di odio e prevenire il fenomeno del
bullismo dentro e fuori la scuola

Fondazione Marchi

SAVOIR FAIRE

Ministero dell’Interno
Unione Europea

Donne fuori dall’angolo

Regione Emilia-Romagna

Stand Up for Victims Rights: Fostering rights of
the victims of hate crimes through support and
‘civil courage'

ÉCHANGES DE PRATIQUES: entre formateurs
pour une société inclusive

Unione Europea

WhomeN: Active Socio-occupational integration
of Women at risk of social exclusion through the
recognition of competences and learning soft skills
in order to offer New professional opportunities at
home society.

Unione Europea
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HOW TO SUPPORT US
MAKE A DONATION
BANK TRANSFER: IBAN IT37 S050 1802 8000 0001 0078 764
CREDIT CARD: on our website www.cospe.org

HEADQUARTER
TOGETHER FOR CHANGE

via Slataper, 10 50134 - Florence
T +39 055 473556 F +39 055 472806 | info@cospe.org

